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My opinion on the Little J case and on private water in general is this:
A very small part of our world is wild trout water. That being said, anyone who "owns" a section of wild trout
steam should take very good care of that resource. The problem is, clubs like the Spring Ridge Club will take a
section of water and do as they please with it. This includes over-stocking and pellet feeding the fish within the
stream. Not only does this damage the fishery within the private sections, but the entire stream. Therefore,
these clubs will not only damage their private sections, but all the public sections as well. This is the major
problem with having private water. The irresponsability of these clubs overflows onto surrounding waters. This is
why I will be very happy if the Little J is declared navigable. Its a shame to see all those non-wild bows stocked
over wild browns.
In my opinion anyone who is a member of the SRC, should not be supported. The names Joe Humphies, Lefty
Kreh, etc...will never have a place in my library of fly-fishing books. There are plenty of good writers in our sport
that will keep me informed and entertained without me having to support a SRC member.
As far as all the nonsense posted earlier on this board, I wont get involved. However, after doing a little
research, I will say that it looks like we should all thank Alan Bright at Spruce Creek Outfitters for his
contributions to helping free the Little J. While everyone else is on message boards complaining about this
subject, it seems he is actually doing something. That should be plain for all to see with a little research.
Marty

